Recently there is an increased interest in using the visual features for improved speech processing. Lip 
INTRODUCTION
Visual speech recognition refers to recognizing the spoken words based on visual lip movements. Visual speech recognition is an area with great potential to solve challenging problems in speech processing. Difficulties in the audio based speech recognition system can be significantly reduced by additional information provided by the extra visual features. It is well known that visual speech information through lip movement is very useful for human speech perceptions. The main difficulty in incorporating visual information into an acoustic speech recognition method is to find a robust and accurate method for extracting essential visual speech features. Figure 1 illustrates our proposed system architecture of a visual speech recognition process. The recorded visual speech video is given as input to the system. The algorithm starts with detecting face using a popular face detection technique by Viola-Jone's [4, 5] . After face is detected, then Mouth ROI is localized using simple algorithm. The next step is to extract the visual features of the lip region. Then, these feature vectors are applied separately as inputs to the HMM classifier for recognizing the spoken word.
The aim of the paper is to extract the visual lip movements (lip features) and predicting the word which is actually pronounced. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the literature survey on extraction of visual speech features. Section 3 describes the face localization process. Section 4 describes the mouth ROI detection algorithm. Section 5 explains the lip feature extraction techniques. Section 6 explains about the classifier HMM. In section 7 the database and the experimental results are discussed, and in eighth section the conclusion is presented. 
LITERATURE SURVEY
An automatic speech recognizer was developed for a speaker dependent and continuous speech alphanumeric recognition application based on the European Portuguese language [1] . Hyper column model (HCM) was used to extract visual speech features from input image. The extracted features are modeled by Gaussian distributions through HMM [2] . An audio visual digit recognition using N-best decision fusion was proposed in [3] . Viola and Jones presented a face detector which is a machine learning approach for visual object detection [4, 5] . Lip reading system designed by Pentajan [6] [9] . An approach to estimate the parameters of continuous density HMMs for visual speech recognition was presented in [10] . In [11] , Haar features are used to train Adaboost classifier and combined skin and lip color separation algorithm to form a self-adaptive separation model, which can dynamically adjust constant parameters. A lip reading technique for speech recognition by using motion estimation analysis was proposed by Matthew Ramage [12] . A user authentication system based on password lip reading was presented. Motion estimation was done for lip movement image sequences representing speech.
FACE LOCALIZATION
Viola and Jones face detector is capable of processing image rapidly and achieving high detection rates .The work has been distinguished by three key contributions. The first contribution was an integral image which allows the features used by the detector to be computed very quickly. For each pixel in the original image, there is exactly one pixel in the integral image, whose value is the sum of the original image values above to the left. The performance can be attributed to the use of an attentional cascade, using low feature number detectors based on a natural extension of Haar wavelets. Each detector in their cascade fits objects to simple rectangular masks. In order to reduce the number of computations, while moving through their cascade, they introduced a new image representation called the integral image.
The second was an adaboost learning algorithm which selects a small number of visual critical features from a large set and yields extremely efficient classifiers. The third contribution was a method for combining increasingly more complex classifiers in a cascade which allows background region of the image to be quickly discarded while spending more computation on promising object like regions. In this paper, while a person in pronouncing a word, the video is captured and stored in AVI file format. Subsequently the video frames are grabbed and it is subjected to viola and Jones face detector which detects the face in the video and highlighted inside a rectangle ROI (Region of Interest).
Fig -2:
Face Localization process using AdaBoost classifier
4.MOUTH REGION OF INTEREST DETECTION
The mouth region are the visual parts of the human speech production system; these parts hold the most visual speech information, therefore it is imperative for any VSR system to detect or localize such regions to capture the related visual information i.e., we cannot read lips without seeing them first. Therefore lip localization is an external process for any VSR system. Many techniques for lip detection / localization in digital images like Snakes, Active shape models (ASM), Active Appearance Models (AAM) and deformable templates are based on model based lip detection method. Image based lip detection methods include the use of spatial information, Pixel color and intensity, lines, corners, edges and motion. Compared to other similar algorithms, the solution proposed here has the advantage of providing a reliable lip contour without any geometric model assumption and complex procedures such as determining the edge detection. This approach will be more helpful for those research works which involves the outer contour extraction of lip such as lip reading.
FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES
The VSR systems require the analysis of feature vectors which is extracted from the speech related visual signals in the sequence of the speaker face frames while uttering the spoken words. To find a signal or signature for each word, we need to find a proper way of extracting the most relevant features, which play an important role in recognizing that word.
The frame which has only mouth (Mouth ROI) is subjected to image enhancement to improve the quality of image for further processing. The enhancement starts from increasing or decreasing the brightness or contrast of the image. The enhanced image serves as the input for thresholding where lip region is separated from the background. In this paper, adaptive thresholding is used for generating the lip region from the Mouth ROI frame. The adaptive thresholding takes a color image as input and in the simplest implementation, outputs a binary image representing the segmentation. For each pixel in the image a threshold has to be calculated. If the pixel value is below the threshold it is set to be the background value (white), otherwise it assumes the foreground value (black). The threshold value is enlarged to the size of 200 x 200 for better processing. The resulting frame after thresholding is a mass of lip contour points where the feature points of outer contour points are extracted for both upper and lower lips. The point of interest (POI) is detected by the projection of final contour on horizontal and vertical axis. The following is the proposed list of feature extraction methods that will be extracted from the sequence of lip contour points of the Mouth ROI during the uttering of the words. The discrete cosine transform (DCT) method is used to separate the image into parts of differing importance (with respect to the image's visual quality). The DCT is similar to the Discrete Fourier Transform: it transforms a signal or image from spatial domain to the frequency domain.
The general equation for a 2D (N by M image) DCT is defined by the following equation: (5) where
The basic operation of the DCT is as follows:
• The input image is N by M.
• f(i,j) is the intensity of the pixel in row i and column j;
• F(u,v) is the DCT coefficient in row and column of the DCT matrix.
• For most images, much of the signal energy lies at low frequencies; these appear in the upper left corner of the DCT.
• Compression is achieved since the lower right values represent higher frequencies, and are often smallsmall enough to be neglected with little visible distortion.
• The DCT input is an 8 by 8 array of integers. This array contains each pixel's gray scale level; • 8 bit pixels have levels from 0 to 255.
HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL

A hidden Markov model (HMM) is denoted by the equation:
λ= (Π, A, B) (6) Where Π is the initial state distribution, A is the state transition matrix and B is the emission probability matrix. The emission probability matrix specifies, for each state, a probability distribution over the output alphabet. The output alphabet need no longer be the same as the state space. Denoting the output alphabet with θ = {1, 2, ..., M} we get a matrix with N rows and M columns,
Where bi (k) is the probability of symbol k being emitted from state i. The emission probability matrix is another stochastic matrix, in the sense that each row sums up to one, and all elements are greater than or equal to zero. A HMM poses three stages: (i) Evaluation or computing P (Observations | Model): This allows us to find out how well a model matches a given observation sequence. The main concern here is computational efficiency of finding an algorithm with only a polynomial running time.
(ii) ) Decoding or finding the hidden state sequence: Best corresponds to the observed symbols, because there are generally many sequences that give rise to the same symbols, there is no "correct" solution to be found in most cases. Thus, some optimality criterion must be chosen. The most widely used criterion is to find a path through the model that maximizes P (Path | Observations, Model).
(iii) Training or Learning: Finding the model parameter values (λ= Π, A, B) that specify a model most likely to produce a given sequence of training data. In other words, the objective is to construct a model that best fits the training data (or best represents the source that produced the data). There is no known way to analytically solve for the best model, but an iterative algorithm that often yields sufficiently good approximations. The training problem for hidden Markov models is to estimate the transition probabilities, the initial state distribution and the emission probability distributions from sample data. The features vectors are trained and tested using the HMM classifier.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The in-house videos were recorded inside a normal room using web camera. The participants were 4 females and 6 males, distributed over different age groups. The videos were recorded at 25 frames per second. It is stored in AVI format and resized to 320*240 pixels, because it is easier to deal with AVI format and it faster for training and analysing the videos with smaller frame sizes. and also STD booths and post offices.The hidden markov's model was trained for every word from the visual parameters. The HMM system consists of 35 HMM models to recognize 35 words. First, the models are initialized and subsequently re-estimated with the embedded training version of the Baum-welch algorithm. Then, the training data were aligned to the models through the viterbi algorithm to obtain the state duration densities. To recognize a new word, the extracted feature vectors are fed as input to the HMM system. The maximum probability model is obtained among 35 HMM word models. The maximum probability model is recognized as the output word model and the corresponding word is displayed in the form of text.4900 samples (7 participants pronounced 20 samples of each one of 35 words) were collected for training and 2100 samples (3 participant's pronounced 20 samples of each one of 35 words) were used for testing. The performance of the proposed method using HMM with respect to different feature vector is given in the fig 4. Then spoken word recognition rate is very low for every 16 coordinates method and the accuracy rate for the visual speech recognition for Lip DCT method is 98.8% which is higher compared to the all other feature extraction techniques [13] . 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new method for extracting the mouth region from the face is presented. The recorded visual speech video is given as input to the face localization module for detecting the face ROI. Based upon the rectangle ROI of the face another ROI is set to locate the mouth region. The mouth ROI is separated from the frame and is copied to another frame which has only the mouth region. The frame which has only moth is subjected to image enhancement to improve the quality of image for further processing. The enhanced image serves as the input for thresholding where lip region is separated from the background. The resulting frame after thresholding is a mass of lip contour points where the feature points of outer contour points are extracted. The different feature vectors from the mouth ROI is determined. The extracted feature vectors are applied separately to the HMM models and their performance are compared. As the output of the method is the corresponding text for the visual speech. The recognition rate for the visual speech is low for every 10 th co-ordinates method. The Lip DCT method is used to recognize the isolated words and it achieves 98.8% of accuracy. 
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